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a b s t r a c t

Opportunistic Mobile Social Network (MSN) is a kind of Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) in

which nodes are mobile with social characteristics. Users in such network carry data, move

and forward it to others for information dissemination. To enable efficient data routing in

opportunistic MSNs, the social metrics of users, such as mobility pattern, social centrality,

community and etc. are leveraged in context of MSNs. In this paper, we investigate the data

routing strategies in opportunistic MSNs in the following aspects: (1) the architecture of MSNs

and its routing challenges and (2) routing strategies investigation on the basis of different so-

cial metrics. We study opportunistic MSN architecture and investigate the social metrics from

encounter, social features and social properties, respectively. We show that encounter infor-

mation is important exemplification of social metrics in opportunistic MSNs. We present other

social metrics such as social features and social properties, including social graph properties

and community structure. We then elaborate the routing strategies from different perspec-

tives accordingly: encounter-based routing strategies, routing schemes according to social

features and routing strategies based on social properties. We discuss the open issues for data

routing in opportunistic MSNs, including limitations of routing metrics, collection of social

information, social privacy and security, future applications of opportunistic MSNs, and etc.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction1

As the proliferation of mobile devices, people intend to

Q2

2

share information with wireless network among mobile de-3

vices. The mobility of users in the network and the limited4

coverage of access points and cellular network motivate a5

new kind of mobile wireless network structure, in which6

mobile nodes work on ad hoc mode and forward data op-7

portunistically upon contacts. The communication of nodes8

can only be conducted when they are in the communication9

range of each other. As mobile devices are portable by human10
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beings, which involve the social features into the network, we 11

call such kind of network that combines both opportunistic 12

and social features as opportunistic Mobile Social Network 13

(MSN) [19,20,25,72,84,92]. 14

Although the end-to-end path rarely exists in opportunis- 15

tic MSNs, the communication among nodes in such network 16

is still desirable. Therefore, effective and efficient data rout- 17

ing strategies are needed to enable the communication in 18

the intermittent connected mobile social networks. In spite 19

of the fact that there are numerous data routing schemes 20

designed for wireless network, they cannot be directly ap- 21

plied to opportunistic MSNs. In the well-connected wireless 22

network, the data routing relies on end-to-end path. Each 23

node maintains routing table according to specific routing 24

policy for the selection of next data relay. According to a spe- 25

cific routing scheme, the entries in the routing table can be 26
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Fig. 1. Two layer presentation of opportunistic MSN.

maintained prior to the arrival of data. Also, since the net-27

work is relatively stable, the routing entries are reliable and28

data routing in such networks can achieve significantly high29

data delivery ratio. In contrast, the connection in opportunis-30

tic MSNs is transient. It is difficult to maintain a complete31

path during the data forwarding procedure. Therefore, the32

probability of successful data delivery and time used for data33

delivery are not guaranteed.34

To achieve effective communication without setting up35

end-to-end communication paths, data transmission in op-36

portunistic MSNs employs the “store-carry-forward” man-37

ner, where a node stores and carries data while moving, for-38

wards the data to a relay node on encountering, and prop-39

agates the data to further relays until the destination is40

reached. The main concern of data routing strategies is to de-41

cide whether to forward the data to the counterpart when42

two nodes encounter. Different schemes are devised for data43

dissemination in opportunistic MSNs.44

The most naive strategy such as Epidemic routing [82]45

was proposed to send data epidemically as long as two nodes46

encounter until the destination is reached. Based on such epi-47

demic principle, many routing schemes [3,13,48,57,62] using48

limited copies of messages were developed. Such epidemic49

based routing strategies suffer from extremely high network50

cost.51

,52
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gies. In this survey, we make taxonomy of the state-of-the-art 71

routing strategies based on routing metrics. We not only fo- 72

cus on the explicit social metrics such as friendship and social 73

features (e.g., gender, age, affiliation, etc.), but also explore 74

the implicit social metrics derived from encounter events. 75

Although they are not the explicit social characteristics rep- 76

resented by the network, they reflect certain level of social 77

interactions. Specifically, people with frequent encounters 78

are likely friends or family members. Many researches con- 79

sider such information can be used for social analysis [26– 80

28,42,100]. The extraction of social metrics makes the oppor- 81

tunistic MSNs be two layers, as shown in Fig. 1. The lower 82

layer is the physical network status. It mainly infers move- 83

ments and encounters of nodes in the networks. The upper 84

layer is the abstracted social layer. In this layer, people con- 85

struct social network, and each node has social features and 86

there are social relationships among different nodes. By ap- 87

plying these social metrics, we can use social analysis meth- 88

ods to build routing utility for data dissemination. 89

The early stage of the data routing in opportunistic net- 90

works mainly focus on using encounter events to construct 91

routing utility for data dissemination. Although they do not 92

explicitly point out the social characteristics in the studies, 93

the metrics such as encounter events are the reflection of 94

social characteristics. Besides, some work directly use social 95

96

- 97

- 98

e 99

- 100

- 101

- 102

- 103

. 104

105

s 106
Since nodes in MSNs are mostly controlled by humans

such as mobile phones and vehicles, there are plenty of so

cial relationships and properties which may be used to re

veal the network characteristics and facilitate the data rout

ing. The mobility and encounters patterns as well as socia

features are good contexts to construct social structure in

the network and thus can be leveraged for the design o

data dissemination strategies. For instance, people encoun

ters frequently are social-connected by encountering event

[27]; people with similar social features are socially clos

[91]; people with similar interest are intend to construc
communities [38], and etc. All these social metrics enable to

use social analysis methodology to develop data dissemina-

tion strategy for efficient data dissemination in opportunistic

MSNs.

Although many routing schemes are proposed from dif-

ferent perspectives of social metrics, it lacks surveys that

comprehensively summarize the routing schemes from the

routing metrics they apply for the design of routing strate-

- 107

- 108

g 109

- 110

t 111

Please cite this article as: K. Zhu et al., Data routing strategies in

challenges, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
features affiliated with people, such as age, home town, and

etc. to study the impact of social features to the data dis

semination in opportunistic MSNs. Furthermore, the rout

ing strategies based on social graph are investigated. Thes

schemes use social network properties such as social central

ity [27,43], social similarity [27] on the (encounter-based) so

cial graph to seek the appropriate candidate for data forward

ing. Also the social structure such as community [43] is stud

ied in opportunistic MSNs and used for data dissemination

In this survey, we will firstly investigate encounter-based

routing strategies. Then we will study the routing strategie

exploiting social features for data dissemination. Further

more, we focus on the strategies on the basis of social proper

ties. We will investigate the social graph based MSN routin

strategies and community-based routing schemes. We con

duct experiments to evaluate the performance of differen
types of data dissemination strategies. 112

In the end of the survey, we discuss the several open is- 113

sues in data routing for opportunistic MSNs. Specifically, We 114

opportunistic mobile social networks: Taxonomy and open
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discuss limitations of routing metrics used for opportunistic115

MSNs, which mainly focus on several superficial social prop-116

erties such as social centrality, social similarity, community117

structure, and etc. whereas more sophisticated social infor-118

mation are not applied. We then focus on the collection of so-119

cial information. The current collection of social information120

still mainly relies on the encounter-based graph. The social121

information from the real life societies is limited for the rout-122

ing strategies in opportunistic MSNs. We will study privacy123

and security issue in MSNs, which is ignored by most of data124

routing strategies but important to people in the network.125

We also refer the data dissemination to the Information-126

Centric Networking [2], a new network architecture target-127

ing on the data instead of host, in which the host-to-host128

data dissemination developed in MSNs cannot be deployed.129

It needs a new kind of data routing strategy that moves from130

host-to-host to host-to-data paradigm.131
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bile devices can make contact only when humans encounter 171

each other. The networks are tightly coupled with human so- 172

cial interactions. Therefore, the opportunistic mobile social 173

networks exploit the human behaviors and social relation- 174

ships to build more efficient and trustworthy message dis- 175

semination schemes. 176

The core of opportunistic MSNs is the mobile nodes and 177

their contacts, which enables the data communication in the 178

network. Nodes in opportunistic MSNs own two dynamic 179

properties: the encountering events between nodes and the 180

mobility of each node. These two properties describe the 181

fundamental channels for communication (encountering) as 182

well as the dynamics of the network (mobility). Addition- 183

ally, each node is represented by human being or devices 184

controlled by a person. Therefore, each node affiliates so- 185

cial features such as age, professions and etc. Based on the 186

mobility, encounters, and social features, nodes in the net- 187
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The contributions of this survey are summarized as fol-

ws:

• We model three types of information in social perspec-

tive, including encounter-based social metrics, social fea-

tures and social properties like social centrality, social

similarity and community.

• We survey data routing strategies in opportunistic MSNs

and taxonomy them by routing metrics in social aspects.

• We conduct the experiments to show the performance

differences among different types of routing strategies.

• We propose several open challenges in opportunistic

MSNs, which cover the composition of routing metrics in

opportunistic MSNs, the collection of social metrics, pri-

vacy and security issues in MSNs and its application to

information-centric networks.

The remainder of the survey is organized as follows. We

iscuss the architecture and characteristics of opportunistic

SN in Section 2. The motivations and challenges of data

uting in opportunistic MSNs are investigated in Section 3.

e study encounter-based routing strategies in Section 4.

he social feature based routing strategies are surveyed in

ection 5. The routing schemes on the basis of social proper-

es are investigated in Section 6. We discuss the challenges

nd open issues in Section 7. We conclude the survey in

ection 8.

. Architecture and characteristics

In this section, we explain the architecture and character-

tics of opportunistic MSNs. We describe the architecture of

pportunistic MSNs by its compositions: mobile nodes and

eir contacts. Then we illustrate characteristics of such net-

ork from mobile nodes to their contacts.

.1. The architecture of opportunistic MSN

Opportunistic mobile social network is a form of sparse

ynamic wireless network where mobile nodes work on ad

oc mode. It exploits the human social characteristics, such

s daily routines, mobility patterns and interests, to share in-

rmation and forward data opportunistically upon contacts

3]. As the opportunistic MSN is sparse and nodes in the net-
ork are dynamic, the end-to-end path rarely exists. The mo- th

lease cite this article as: K. Zhu et al., Data routing strategies in o

hallenges, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.c
ork are linked by social relationships, which present the

cial properties of the network. The major characteristics

f mobile nodes in opportunistic MSNs are summarized as

llows.

Opportunistic contacts: Mobile users in MSNs intermit-

ntly connected and they have opportunity to communicate

hen two nodes are in communication range of each other.

he contact frequency and contact duration are two main fac-

rs which affects the probability of data dissemination.

Mobility: People have their own daily routines to com-

ute from home to work place and vice versa or they also

isit another places, which form the movement trajectories

f nodes in MSNs. Node movements trigger the contacts of

eople.

Social features: Nodes as individuals which have different

cial features in the network. For example, node i may be

female working as a faculty member in a university, while

ode j may be a male working as a manager in a company.

wo nodes have different genders, professions and afflic-

ons. These properties compose the social features of nodes.

Social relationship: People in MSN connected by social

nks construct the social graph. The social relationship rep-

sented by social links derives various social properties such

s social degree, social centrality and etc. People group to-

ether by interest to construct social communities. The com-

unity structure makes nodes in one community are highly

cial related while nodes in different communities are less

cially connected.

All these characteristics compose the core social metrics

f opportunistic MSNs and are the basis for construction of

cial graph.

.2. Social graph and contact-based graph

Opportunistic MSNs can be described as a graph accord-

g to different characteristics of nodes and network struc-

re. Integrating social characteristics, an opportunistic MSN

an be modeled as a social graph G = (V, E,W) where V is the

t of mobile nodes in the network, the set of social links is

presented by E and the set of links’ weights is depicted by

. The social links indicate the social relations between two

odes and the weight of a link suggests the social strength.

volving encounter events, two nodes have a social link if
ey have encountered each other. The weight of the edges 229

pportunistic mobile social networks: Taxonomy and open

omnet.2015.10.018
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indicates the frequency of encounters between two nodes

We call such kind of graph that triggered by encounter event

as contact-based graph. Social graph can be considered a

the network graph with each node associating social feature

and there are social relationships between nodes. Contact

based graph is the view of the network graph in contact per

spective. The nodes are users in the network, and there is an

edge if two nodes have contacts. The weight of the edge in

dicates the frequency of contacts. Since many researches us

contacts to measure social relationships between nodes, th

contact-based graph is considered as a kind of social graph

[5,18,47,59,69].

2.3. Contact-based metrics

The contacts between nodes are opportunistically bu

compose the most important channel for communication. In

this survey, we use contact and encounter interchangeably t

present the action that when two nodes are in the communi

cation range.

In the context of opportunistic MSNs, the contact-based

metrics are represented as the encounter frequency, contac

duration, distribution of inter-contact time and etc. Gener

ally speaking, nodes with higher encounter frequency, longe

contact duration are more likely to be friends and their so

cial links are more likely to be stronger. The encounter fre

quency suggests the frequency that two nodes encounte

each other over a period of time. It considers that the mor

often two people contact with each other, the more chanc

they have to communicate. Many contact-based data rout

ing strategies for opportunistic MSNs consider encounter fre

quency as one of the most important metrics to construc

the data routing utility function. The contact duration, in

dicating the time length that two nodes stays in the com

munication range, is another contact-based metric. It is als

important for the data dissemination in opportunistic MSN

especially when the shared data is large which a short con

tact duration cannot finish the transmission of entire dat

trunk. Many researchers considers inter-contact time as im

portant metrics for data sharing as it is discovered as

Poisson distribution in many data traces [37,45,51]. Such

distribution is used to model different opportunistic MSN

scenarios.

2.4. Social features

Different from both geographical and encounter-based

metrics, social features are the attributes associating with in

dividuals in the network. For example, in Wu’s work [88,91]

they considered the social features in two aspects: physica

features (i.e. gender, city, profession), and logical features (i.e

a membership in a social group). These features are inter

nal social attributes of nodes. They do not need to use ex

tra equipments or exploit network resource to collect from

the networks. We use Fi to denote one social feature. Then

each individual is represented by a vector of different fea

tures as (F1, F2, . . . , Fm) where each Fi has ni distinct values fo

i = 1, 2, . . . , m. For instance, for the social feature Fx = gender

where x ∈ [1, m], it contains two distinct values {male, female}
Please cite this article as: K. Zhu et al., Data routing strategies in

challenges, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
2.5. Social properties

Social properties suggest the social status of a node and it

relationships to the social network. Typical social propertie

utilized for data routing in opportunistic MSNs include: nod

degree [11], known as the degree of a node in social graph

representing the number of friends; social tie strength [16]

denoted by the weight of an edge between the pair of node

in social graph; social centrality, suggesting the importanc

of node in the network [63], which is defined by many differ

ent ways, such as degree centrality [29], measuring the cen

trality of a node from the perspective of node degree, close

ness centrality [68], evaluating the distance to other nodes in

the network, and betweenness centrality [35], measuring th

connectivity of the node to the rest of the network; social sim

ilarity [17], represented by the common friends of two node

in social graph.

The community is one of the fundamental social struc

tures in social network analysis. People with similar in

terest or geographical locations compose communitie

[8,34,65,67]. Individuals in the same community meet each

other with high frequency and regularity, while individual

belonging to different communities merely meet each other

The discovery of community structure has been studied fo

decades. The studies such as modularity methods [9,64,65]

label propagation algorithms [77], and etc. A survey of com

munity detection methods for static network is summarized

in [34]. In the context of opportunistic MSNs, where node

are dynamic and distributed, the distributed dynamic com

munity structure discovery is carried out by many studie

[10,21,39,44,96]. They apply user interest and proximity t

discover the temporal communities in the network in a de

centralized manner.

Overall, we discuss the architecture and characteristics o

opportunistic MSNs. We consider characteristics of oppor

tunistic MSNs as social characteristics, including opportunis

tic contacts, social features and social relationships. They ar

fundamentals to compose the social metrics. The social met

rics contain contact-based metrics, social features and so

cial properties. In particular, social features are the social at

tributes of individuals in the network, while social propertie

are the social status of a node and its relationships to the so

cial network. In this paper, we distinguish social characteris

tics, social features and social properties from each other. The

convey different meanings respectively.

3. Motivations and challenges for data routing in

opportunistic MSNs

Data routing in opportunistic MSNs is important as it pro

vides the methods for data dissemination. Due to networ

structure of opportunistic MSNs, it is characterized by larg

delays, frequent disruptions and lack of stationary paths be

tween nodes. Data dissemination accordingly faces the chal

lenges as follows:

Dynamic network: Nodes in the network are mobile. Th

movements of nodes are not controlled. Network topol

ogy changes from time to time. The continuous changin

topology leads to arbitrary disconnections. Thus, the end

to-end path is difficult to be maintained, which results in

large delays and unpredictable data dissemination paths. Th
opportunistic mobile social networks: Taxonomy and open

j.comnet.2015.10.018
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ccessful delivery of data cannot be guaranteed as the

onexistence of end-to-end path.

Limited network information: Due to the fact of dynamic

etwork and unstable connections among nodes, they can-

ot obtain all network information from opportunistic MSNs.

makes the traditional mobile ad hoc routing protocols

uch as AODV [71], DSDV [70] and etc.) cannot adapt to op-

ortunistic MSNs directly. The limited network information

ads to the static routes not applicable for dynamic topolo-

ies. Besides, the lack of updated and whole information of

e network make the calculation of best paths for different

estinations become challenging.

Uncertain connection duration and limited resources: Data

issemination in opportunistic network is also related the

ze of the data. Due to node movements, the connection du-

tion between two nodes is unknown and difficult to be pre-

icted. To enhance the capability of data delivery, node needs

decide how much data will be delivered or which piece of

ata needs to be delivered when it encounters another peer.

opportunistic MSNs, deciding the number of messages and

e size of data for transmission is also affected by the re-

urce of nodes. Nodes in MSNs are portable mobile devices

uch as mobile phones), which normally have limited en-

rgy supply, storage, CPU and etc. that directly affect the effi-

ency of data dissemination.

We use an example in a workplace to show these chal-

nges. Consider the opportunistic MSN scenario that peo-

le with mobile devices working in the same company. They

ove from one place to another, which makes the network

ecome dynamic. The connection between two nodes may

eep connecting when they stay in the same office while the

nnection is disrupted when they go to other places, which

akes the end-to-end path be difficult to maintain. From the

oint view of each node, it only has partial information about

ther peers. Due to the movements of nodes, the changing

nnection status makes two nodes exist no constant route

etween them. Any developed routing strategies need to rely

n the encountering events. Besides, due to the movement of

odes, the encountering duration is unpredictable. The deliv-

ry of data is determined by the size of data and the technol-

gy applied for data transmission, as well as the routing pol-

y. Moreover, each mobile device held by people has limited

attery, storage and etc. When the energy or the storage is

bout to run out, people will consider which message should

rry for the further data transmission.

By employing different types of social metrics mentioned

bove, the routing strategies for opportunistic MSNs are

ivided into encounter-based routing, social feature-based

uting and social property-based routing (including social

raph-based routing and community-based routing). They

ither use the historical information to compose the routing

etric, which is known as state routing strategies, or apply

nly the current status of the network for routing utility cal-

lation, known as stateless routing strategies. The taxonomy

f the routing schemes is illustrated in Fig. 2. We will explain

ach of them one by one in the following sections.

. Encounter-based MSN routing

Encounter-based routing strategies make forwarding de-

sion relying on the encounters of nodes. There are several
lease cite this article as: K. Zhu et al., Data routing strategies in o

hallenges, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.c
Encounter-based 
routing

Opportunistic MSN 
Routing

Social feature-
based Routing

Social property-
based Routing

Social graph-
based

Community-
based

Fig. 2. The taxonomy of opportunistic MSN routing schemes.

rategies directly using encounter information for data rout-

g. For instance, Prophet [56], RAPID [7], MaxProp [14] and

tc. were studied in past years. They forward data items ac-

ording to node contacts, and choose the node with higher

ontact probability as the relay for data delivery.

The Probabilistic ROuting Protocol using History of En-

ounters and Transitivity (Prophet) [56] applies the pre-

ictability for data delivery as the metric for relay selection.

pecifically, the predictability is a probabilistic metric that

calculated by encountering patterns. Each node calculates

ch predictability for the specified destination. There are

ree major characteristics of the predictability P. First, the

alue of P is iteratively determined by the previous value of

, denoted by P(a,b)old
for nodes a and b:

a,b) = P(a,b)old
+ (1 − P(a,b)old

) ∗ Pinit , (1)

here Pinit is an initialized constant in [0,1]. Second, the value

f P decreases if there is no encounter for a certain time in-

rval, which is specified as:

a,b)old
= P(a,b)old

∗ γ κ, (2)

here γ ∈ [0, 1] is a constant and κ is the time interval that

ave been elapsed from last update. Finally, the transitivity of

is explained as, if a meets b with predictability value P(a, b)

nd b meet c with predictability value P(b, c), the predictability

alue between a and c will be:

a,c) = P(a,c)old
∗ P(a,b) ∗ P(b,c) ∗ β. (3)

he scheme works as follows. When two nodes encounter,

ey exchange predictability values as well as encounter vec-

rs to evaluate the quality of the node. If the predictability

alue of the counterpart is higher for a destination specified

y a piece of data, the data will be transferred to the encoun-

red node.

Jain et al. [47] presented a routing metric named as Mini-

um Expected Delay (MED) by assuming future contact pe-

ods are known. They modify the Dijkstra algorithm [30] to

ompute the path for DTN with minimum delay. For the im-

rovement, multiple disjoint paths with similar costs are cal-

ulated and randomly selects one path from them for data

lay. It improves the load balance and reduces the chance

f congestions. However, such calculation can only adapt to

ertain types of opportunistic MSNs that knowing all con-

ct information in advance. To address this limitation, they
pportunistic mobile social networks: Taxonomy and open
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stateless Feature

Uses user interest to enhance the utilization of content

replication

Spreads most similar data items among friends and most

different data items to strangers

Makes the data forwarding decisions by comparing the social

distance, which is calculated by the similarity of attributes

ess Data is only forwarded to the node if the interest similarity

between them is larger than a threshold

Conducts hypercube and calculate feature distance to measure

the closeness as routing utility
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Table 1

Social feature based routing strategies.

Routing strategies Metric State/

Social-aware routing [4] Interest similarity State

Homophily-based routing Homophily State

Social greedy [33] Social distance State

SANE [58] Interest similarity Statel

Social feature-based routing [88,91] Social attributes State

proposed a new metric, named as Minimum Estimated Ex

pected Delay (MEED). The encounter history is flooded in th

whole network. After obtaining the flooded encounter his

tory, it conducts the Dijkstra algorithm to compute the short

est path. Obviously, it introduces too much control overhead

Spyropoulos et al. proposed a series of multi-copy dat

delivery schemes, such as Spray and Wait [79] and Spray and

Focus [80]. Spray and Wait simply spread the messages t

nodes it encounters and each data carrier waits until it meet

destination. It is a two-hop data routing scheme with signif

icant waste of data. Besides, no criteria for the data relay se

lection is carried out in Spray and Wait. To address this issue

the Spray and Focus was proposed to limit the data carriers

The spray phase is similar as Spray and Wait and simply for

wards the data to nodes encountered. In the focus phase,

utility function is defined based on the age of the encounte

timers to determine whether the node is a good relay for dat

delivery or not. If a node’s utility value is larger than the dat

carrier, then the data bundles will be forwarded.

The MaxProp [14] was proposed based on prioritizin

both the schedule of packets transmitted to other nodes and

the schedule of packets that will be deleted from the buffer

Specifically, the packets are transmitted to other nodes when

node meetings are addressed by ranking the packets. Th

packets will be deleted if the buffer is full according to th

packet ranking. The ranking mechanism is initialized by

certain value. When two nodes meet, the ranking value wil

be increased by 1 and it will be exchanged when nodes en

counter. Afterwards, a cost for the possible path is calculated

and the path with the lowest cost will be selected for the dat

delivery.

The Resource Allocation Protocol for Intentional DTN

(RAPID) [7] considers the data routing in opportunistic MSN

as a resource allocation problem. It proposes an intentiona

opportunistic MSN routing protocol that can optimize a spe

cific routing metric such as worst-case delivery delay or th

fraction of packets that are delivered with a deadline. RAPID

translates the routing metric into per-packet utilities which

determine how packets should be replicated in the system.

In summary, the encounter-based routing schemes en

hance the performance for data dissemination by calculat

ing encounter-based utilities. However, the evaluation o

node relationships can only be reflected by the encounte

event. Furthermore, it requires exchanging encounter infor

mation of nodes in the network, which introduces larg

amount of control overhead. For showing the characteristic
Please cite this article as: K. Zhu et al., Data routing strategies in

challenges, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
in Table 1.

5. Social feature-based MSN routing

Beyond the social properties abstracted from encounter

based routing metrics, the social features, such as user at

tributes and interest, are also be used for the design of rout

ing strategies for opportunistic MSNs.

An et al. believe people with similar interest have mor

likelihood to access the same content. Based on this assump

tion, they proposed a social relation aware routing protoco

[4]. It uses the similarity of users’ interest as the routing met

ric and chooses the node with higher similarity of interest a

the data relay to increases the utilization of content replica

tion in intermediate nodes.

Zhang et al. proposed a data diffusion strategy based

on “homophily” [97]. The “homophily” phenomenon is ex

plained as the trend that two nodes share common character

istics (i.e. interest). It utilizes the friendship and “homophily

to diffuse data pieces. It spreads most similar data item

among friends and most different data items to strangers. In

this way, data can be diffused in a further wide area, thu

achieve shorter data delivery delay.

Social greedy [46] proposed by Jahanbakhsh et al. make

the data forwarding decisions by comparing the social dis

tance between two nodes. The social distance is calculated

by the similarity of attributes (such as address, affiliation

school, city, country, etc.) between two nodes. Two node

with more common attributes, they are closer to each other

and more likely to be chosen as relays for data delivery.

A social-aware and stateless routing (SANE) [58] was pro

posed by the observation that people with similar interes

are more often to meet each other. It uses a k-dimension

vector to represent the interests of nodes and calculate th

similarity of interest by a cosine function. The cosine similar

ity calculates the interest similarity between data and node

Data will only be forwarded to the node if the cosine similar

ity between them is larger than a threshold. Compared with

state routing strategies, SANE does not need to store addi

tional information for the calculation of cosine similarity.

Social feature-based algorithm [88,91] takes the multi

dimension social attributes and chooses the node with mos

similar social features as the destination for data forward

ing. Specifically, it conducts hypercube by various social fea

tures and uses the feature distance to measure the closenes
opportunistic mobile social networks: Taxonomy and open
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The overall utility is combined as: 561

SimBetUtiln(d) = αSimUtiln(d) + βBetUtiln, (6)

where α and β are two parameters defined by authors and 562

α + β = 1. The scheme chooses the node with higher com- 563

bination utility value as the relay for data forwarding. The 564

similar idea that uses the concept of social centrality can also 565

be found in [36]. 566

SDM [37] captures the encounter frequency in several 567

data sets and uses Poisson process to formulate the inter- 568

contact time as the basis of the social network modeling. 569

Then it defines a centrality value by the probability that 570

a node is encountered by others in a certain time period 571

as the routing utility, and data is forwarded to nodes with 572

higher centrality. Similarly, PeopleRank [61] is inspired by 573
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Fig. 3. A 3-dimensional hypercube [91].

etween two nodes. As shown in Fig. 3, each digit of the num-

er indicates different social features in one feature space.

he node with the closest social features will be selected as

e relay for data delivery.

In summary, these social feature based MSN routing

hemes still mainly limited in the simple comparison of at-

ibutes (e.g., address, and etc.), which lacks the comprehen-

ve social profiles of nodes, thus the improvement of routing

erformance is restricted by the limited information of social

atures.

. MSN routing based on social properties

In this section, we discuss MSN routing strategies on the

asis of social properties. Specifically, we will consider the

uting strategies based on social graph metrics. Addition-

lly, as community is one of the most important structure

social network and many routing strategies rely on com-

unity structure, we separately discuss this group of routing

hemes.

.1. Social graph based MSN routing

SimBet [27] takes the linear combination of social simi-

rity and social centrality as the forwarding utility to con-

ruct the data forwarding path. Instead of only considering

ngle social property, the SimBet scheme considers the util-

y function as the sum of social similarity and social central-

y, which measures both the social closeness with destina-

on node and social position of the node in the network. In

is work, the social similarity is represented by the number

f common friends. The social centrality is calculated by local

etweenness. Two separated utility functions are formulated

the following:

imUtiln(d) = Simn(d)

Simn(d) + Simm(d)
, (4)

etUtiln = Betn

Betn + Betm
. (5)
lease cite this article as: K. Zhu et al., Data routing strategies in o

hallenges, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.c
e PageRank algorithm used in Google’s search engine to

easure the relative importance of a Web page within a set

f pages. Analog to the PageRank, PeopleRank identifies the

ost popular nodes in a social graph first in a central man-

er and then deriving to a distributed manner. The message is

rwarded to nodes with same or higher rankings, given that

opular nodes are more likely to meet others in the network.

Fabbri and Verdone proposed a sociability-based rout-

g strategy in [33]. It assigns to each network node a time-

arying scalar parameter which captures its social behavior

terms of frequency and types of encounters. Specifically,

exerts the nodes with high degrees of sociability (i.e., fre-

uently encounter many different nodes) as data relays. The

ciability indicator is defined by counting the number of en-

ounters with other nodes in the network. The message will

e forwarded to the node with higher sociability.

Moreira et al. proposed an opportunistic routing strategy

ased on daily routines [60]. It considers the dynamics of

cial properties in opportunistic MSNs. They evaluate the

ynamism of users’s behavior by considering user daily rou-

nes. In particular, they presented dLife, a routing algorithm

ble to capture the dynamics of the network represented

y time-evolving social times between pair of nodes. dLife

presents the dynamics of social structures as a weighted

ontact graph, where the weights (i.e., social strengths) ex-

ress how long a pair of nodes is in contact over different

eriod of times. It considers two complementary utility func-

ons: Time-Evolving Contact Duration (TECD) that captures

e evolution of social interaction among pairs of users in the

me daily period of time, over consecutive days; and TECD

portance (TECDi) that captures the evolution of users im-

ortance, based on its node degree and the social strength

wards its neighbors, in different periods of time.

Li and Shen proposed a duration utility-based social rout-

g scheme named SEDUM [54]. It exploits both contact

equency and duration in node mobility patterns of social

etworks to define the duration utility. It increases routing

roughput and reduces routing delay by building an effec-

ve buffer scheme which maintains the messages by their

fe time. Those messages with longer lifetime have higher

riority to be sent out from buffers. In this scheme, it dis-

overs the minimum number copies of messages to achieve

desired routing delay by using an optimal tree replication

lgorithm.

The social-tie-based information dissemination in mobile

pportunistic social networks [87] applies the strength of
pportunistic mobile social networks: Taxonomy and open

omnet.2015.10.018
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Table 2

Social graph based routing strategies.

Routing strategies Metric State/s

SimBet [27] Centrality and similarity State

SDM [37], PeopleRank [61] Centrality State

Sociability-based routing [33] Sociality State

SEDUM [54] Encounter frequency and duration State

Social-tie-based routing [87] Social tie State

the social ties to disseminate messages. By identifying the620

strength of social ties in MSNs, it assigns weak-tie nodes with621

more tokens for future forwarding when two nodes locates622

in different areas, and after the information is spread to one623

area, the strong-tie forwarding scheme is applied, in which624
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- 685
the influential nodes hold more tokens and considered mor

important for data forwarding.

SPRINT [23] combines both online social information and

contact information to predict the data routing in oppor

tunistic MSNs. It proposes ON algorithm that introduces an

additional social routing criterion: online social information

about nodes. Furthermore, the ON algorithm also adds th

predictable contacts as into the proposed routing algorithm

It not only uses social information about the ON participant

learned from the history of contacts, but also from social net

works. addition, it includes the possible Poisson-based pre

diction of a nodes future behavior in the routing decisions

ONSIDE [24] assumes that nodes with common interest

tend to meet each other more often than nodes that do not

and connections from online social networks are respected in

nodes’ encounters in opportunistic MSNs. It leverages infor

mation about node’s social connections, interests and contac

history, in order to decrease network overhead and conges

tion, while not affecting the network’s hit rate and deliver

latency.

We summarize the social graph-based routing strategie

as shown in Table 2. Data routing schemes based on differen

kinds of social properties derived from social graph, enhanc

the performance from social perspective. However, the en

hancement is still limited only based on these social proper

ties, without involving structure of social graph, such as com

munity structure.

6.2. Community-based MSN routing

Community as a very important social structure is applied

to enhance the performance of data routing in opportunis

tic MSNs. Community-based strategies make data forward

ing decision according to the community structure of th

network. By dividing the network into multiple communi

ties, they use different routing strategies to handle the intra

community and inter-community data delivery due to th

fact that the connections within a community are rich whil
the connections between different communities are weak. e 686

Please cite this article as: K. Zhu et al., Data routing strategies in

challenges, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
tateless Feature

Linearly combines of social similarity and social centrality as

the routing utility

Measures the relative importance of a node in the network

and use ranking for data forwarding

Counts the number of encounters with other nodes as

sociability and forward data to node with higher sociablilty

Exploits both contact frequency and duration in node

mobility patterns of social networks to define the duration

utility

Weak ties are assigned with more tokens when remote

routing and influential nodes are considered more

important when local routing

Ranking

Source

Destination

Global Community

Sub community

Sub community

Subsub community

Fig. 4. Illustration of the BUBBLE Rap algorithm [37].

There are several routing strategies exploiting communit

structure for data routing in DTNs.

One of the earliest works named label routing usin

community structure for DTN routing was proposed by Hu

and Crowcroft [41]. The data routing mechanism is built on

Pocket Switched Networks (PSNs) [40], a type of DTN in

which the mobile devices are portable by human beings and

two devices can communicate when the carriers meet each

other. The proposed routing strategy exploits the label affili

ated to people to select forwarding relay. The label is assigned

according to the community where a person belongs to. Th

general idea of the label routing works as follows. Each per

son in the network is assigned with a label based on com

munity structure. When people meet, they exchange the la

bel information. For the selection of the relay, it chooses th

node with the same label as the destination node until th

destination is reached.

Later, they devised the Bubble Rap algorithm. Bubble Rap

[43] considers the data routing in PSN which consists of sev

eral communities and there are social relationships amon

users. It uses distributed version of k-clique percolation [44

as the basic community detection method. Fig. 4 shows th

algorithm of Bubble Rap. There are two steps of routing in

Bubble Rap. The first step is to forward data to the destina

tion community. It delivers data items from outside of th
opportunistic mobile social networks: Taxonomy and open
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destination’s community according to a node’s global social687

centrality. A node with higher global social centrality will be688

selected as the relay for data forwarding. Within the destina-689

tion’s community, the forwarding utility is based on a node’s690

local social centrality. The data item will be forwarded to a691

node with higher local social centrality.692

A work related to social-based data multicasting was pro-693

posed by Gao et al. [37]. It presents multicasting path selec-694

tion based on social centrality and social community. In the695

case of multiple data multicasting, it takes the community696

structure into consideration. It finds the nodes with destina-697

tion awareness and forwards the data to the node with high-698

est delivery probability within the community. It continues699

the forwarding procedure by the constructed social forward-700

ing path to find the destination.701
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Abdelkader et al. proposed a routing protocol named as 748

SGBR using social grouping for opportunistic MSNs [1]. It as- 749

sumes that there is a global observer which can collect the 750

information from the entire network. SGBR uses social rela- 751

tions to build groups and spreads message copies to those 752

nodes with higher metric values to the message carrier. By 753

this manner, it reduces the need of collecting network wide 754

information, maximizes the delivery ratio and meanwhile 755

minimizes the overhead. 756

SMART [99] uses a heuristic method for the community 757

detection and then applies the convolution of social central- 758

ity and social similarity as the utility to reduce the chance 759

of dead end and blind spot. For intra-community commu- 760

nication, it defines social centrality and social similarity lo- 761

cally within the community. For inter-community commu- 762

nication, it extends the concept of centrality and similarity 763

to a community level. By constructing efficient and effective 764

inter-communication routing strategy, it improves the rout- 765

ing performance of inter-community communication. For 766

both intra and inter-community communication, nodes with 767

higher utility values are selected for data forwarding. 768

In summary, community-based routing strategies try to 769

improve data forwarding efficiency by community struc- 770

ture. However, most existing community partitioning meth- 771

ods are complicated and static when applied to DTNs. Fur- 772

thermore, data transmission between communities is dif- 773

ficult task due to rare efficient routing schemes are pro- 774

posed for inter-community communication. A summary 775

of community-based routing strategies is presented in 776

Table 3. 777

7. Performance comparison 778

To show the performance of different kinds of routing 779

strategies in opportunistic MSNs, we conduct a comprehen- 780
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LocalCom [52] uses the degree sum of a node and its

eighbors as the metric for community detection. It con-

ders that nodes with high degree sum should belong to

e same community. The intra-community routing takes the

ngle hop source routing to forward data. The packet will be

irectly forwarded along a proposed virtual link. This scheme

based on the high similarity and short hop-count distance

ithin the community. For inter-community data routing,

defines nodes can reach other communities as bridges.

he source first forwards the packet to the bridges of the

rrent community by intra-community forwarding mecha-

ism. Each bridge is decided by the pre-pruning process and

en further forwards the packet based on the dynamic infor-

ation. It needs multiple replicas for the inter-community

ata forwarding.

A work taking the friendship community for informa-

on propagation was proposed as Friendship-Based Routing

BR) [12]. It clusters the nodes which can communicate with

ort delays as one community. FBR considers the friendship

mmunity of varied periods of time. For intra-community

mmunication, it sprays several copies of messages to a

umber of nodes in the community. For inter-community

mmunication, the data is forwarded only when the des-

nation is in the same periodical community as the relay,

hich uses the temporal direct connection between commu-

ities to tackle the relay selection issue.

Homing spread [93] is a zero-knowledge multi-copy rout-

g algorithms. It assumes mobile nodes in the networks gen-

rally visit some locations frequently, which is defined as

mmunity homes, while other locations are visited less fre-

uently. In homing spread, people with the same interest are

nsidered to share the same common locations. The mes-

ges are spread to community homes at the first place. Then

e copies of messages are spread to other homes and mobile

odes. The destination fetches the message when it meets

ny message holder.

Community-aware opportunistic routing [94] uses simi-

r community home concept for single-copy routing algo-

thm design. It chooses the community home by calculating

e centrality of nodes. The node with the highest centrality

considered as the community home. The messages then

re forwarded to those homes. By maintaining an optimal set

f relays, each home determines the best relay and mean-

hile computes the minimum excepted delivery delay. Af-

rwards, the home nodes send the messages to the optimal

lected relays until the destination home is reached.
lease cite this article as: K. Zhu et al., Data routing strategies in o

hallenges, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.c
ve performance comparison by including several typical

uting strategies such as PROPHET, SimBet, BubbleRap, FBR

nd SMART, which represent encounter-based and social-

ased routing schemes, respectively.

.1. Data traces

Our experiment is conducted on three public available op-

ortunistic MSN traces: MIT Reality [31], DieselNet [15] and

abspotting [73]. The MIT Reality data set consists of the

cation traces of 97 users with Nokia 6600 smart phones

t MIT during the 2004–2005 academic year. DieselNet logs

obility traces of 34 buses in Amherst. Each bus is equipped

ith a computer and a GPS. It records the GPS locations of

ll the buses during the 20 days from October to November

2007. Cabspotting is a mobility trace of taxi cabs in San

rancisco. Each taxi is outfitted with a GPS tracking device. It

ontains GPS coordinates of 536 taxis collected over 30 days

San Francisco Bay Area. The statistics of the three data sets

re summarized in Table 4. The three traces cover a large di-

ersity of mobility patterns and environment, from human

ovements on campus (MIT Reality) to vehicles mobility in

ities (DieselNet and Cabspotting), with experimental peri-

ds from a few days to several months.
pportunistic mobile social networks: Taxonomy and open
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Table 3

Community-based routing strategies.

Routing strategies Community detection

LABEL [41] Academic affiliation

Bubble Rap [43] K-Clique [44]

MDM [37] K-Clique [44]

LocalCom [52] Neighbor graph and NCuts [85]

FBR [12] Two-hop friends

Homing spread [93] Colocation/interest

Community-aware routing [94] Colocation/interest

SGBR [1] Encounter frequency

SMART [99] m-partition [99]

Table 4

Statistics of the DTN data sets.

Traces MIT reality DieselNet Cabspotting

Network type Bluetooth 802.11b None

No. devices 97 34 536

No. contacts 54,667 2,284 111,153

Duration (days) 246 20 30

7.2. Experiment setup

We launch the experiment on the HaggleSim simulato

[41]. It takes the discrete sequential encounter events and th

corresponding social graph as the inputs and makes data for

warding decision using various routing algorithms. For each

experiment, we emulate 1000 messages sent from a random

selected source to destination. We run every experiment 20

times for statistical convergence.

The following performance metrics are used to evaluat

the performance of DTN routing algorithms.

• Delivery ratio: the ratio of the number of destinations hav

ing received the data to the total number of destinations

• Average delay: the average time delay for each data item

delivered from the source to the destination.

• Average cost: the average number of relays used for dat

delivery from the source to the destination.

We extract a 2-week session from MIT Reality, DieselNe

and Cabspotting respectively and run the simulator over th

selected sessions with uniformly generated traffic.

The performance comparison in three data sets is pre

sented in Figs. 5–7. Fig. 5 shows the performance of vari
Please cite this article as: K. Zhu et al., Data routing strategies in

challenges, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
Feature

Chooses node with same label (in the same

group) for data forwarding

lity Forwards messages by global and local centrality

for outside and inside of destination

community

lity Finds the nodes with destination awareness and

forwards the data to the node with highest

delivery probability

Use single hop source routing and bridges for

intra and inter-community routing,

respectively

ontact time Sprays several copies of messages in the

community, and the data is forwarded only

when the destination is in the same periodical

community

g frequency The messages are spread to community homes at

the first place. Destination fetches the message

when it meets any message holder

lity The messages are forwarded to community

homes. Afterwards, the home nodes send the

messages to the optimal selected relays until

the destination home is reached

ontact time Uses encounter frequency to build groups and

spreads message copies to those nodes with

higher metric values to the message carrier

lity and similarity Applies the convolution of social centrality and

social similarity as the utility value to reduce

the chance of dead end and blind spot

ous algorithms as a function of time on MIT Reality trace

The delivery ratio is compared in Fig. 5a. The results of Epi

demic provide the upper bound for the delivery ratio, and

it reaches 70% in the end of the experiment period. On th

contradictory, the delivery ratio of PROPHET only has 40%

The reason PROPHET performs the worst is due to the stron

community structure of MIT Reality trace. When source and

destination are inter-connected by a long path, the perfor

mance of PROPHET degrades. SimBet exploits social proper

ties to enhance the delivery ratio which fits of such kind o

human network thus the delivery ratio reaches to 45%. Bub

ble Rap, FBR and SMART take advantages of both social prop

erties and community structure, so they perform even better

which achieve approximate 48%, 50% and 60% of delivery ra

tio respectively. Average delay is compared in Fig. 5b. In thi

case, most of the time their performance are very close. Th

Epidemic achieves the lower bound of average delay. Thos

strategies rely on social properties and community structur

(e.g., Bubble Rap, FBR and SMART) can locate the destination

in the community rapidly, thus they have lower average dela

than both SimBet and PROPHET. Average cost is compared in

Fig. 5c. Epidemic shows the largest cost which is much large

than others so that cannot represent in the figure. Besides

the cost of PROPHET is the highest. This indicates that “transi

tivity” in PROPHET is not accurate enough to predict the rela

selection. SMART also has a high cost due to its decay func

tion which may choose a longer path for packet delivery.

Fig. 6 presents the performance results of various algo

rithms as a function of time on DieselNet data set. The de

livery ratio is depicted in Fig. 6a. Epidemic again provide

the upper bound of the delivery ratio. In contrast, SimBet in

this case performs the worst, which achieves less than 40% o
opportunistic mobile social networks: Taxonomy and open
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Fig. 5. The performance comparison of various strategies on MIT Reality Mining trace [99].
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Fig. 7. The performance comparison of

elivery ratio. PROPHET has better delivery ratio which

aches 47% in the end of the experiment period. The rest

uting strategies with social properties and community

ructure have higher delivery ratios. Compared with MIT Re-

lity which is a human networking, DieselNet is a bus net-

ork. The contact routine of DieselNet is predictable, thus

e encounter-based PROPHET performs better than SimBet.

urthermore, the community structure helps to enhance the

elivery ratio. This is the reason that FBR, Bubble Rap and

MART have better performance than others. Regarding the

verage delay and the average cost of each strategy as shown

Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c, The average cost of SMART is about 50%
lease cite this article as: K. Zhu et al., Data routing strategies in o

hallenges, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.c
delay (c) Average cost

s strategies on DieselNet trace [99].
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strategies on Cabspotting trace [99].

f that of PROPHET and higher than FBR and SimBet. Due

the regular and repetition routine of buses in DieselNet,

makes the SimBet take more time to wait until destina-

ons. Therefore, it has lower delivery ratio and higher aver-

ge cost. Since DieselNet has more tight clustering structure,

makes Bubble Rap, FBR and SMART performs better than

thers. SMART has similar cost with social-related strategies

ut much lower cost than PROPHET.

Comparison of different algorithms’ performance on Cab-

otting trace is shown in Fig. 7. Compared with MIT Real-

y and DieselNet, Cabspotting is a taxi mobile social net-

ork. Taxies are driven for different destinations which are
pportunistic mobile social networks: Taxonomy and open

omnet.2015.10.018
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less clustered. Fig. 7a depicts the delivery ratio of varied al-880

gorithms as a function of time. The SMART has very similar881

performance as PROPHET. It has 5% higher delivery ratio than882

FBR. Bubble Rap algorithm is impacted by weak community883

structure, which lowers down its delivery ratio around 10%884

compared to SMART. SimBet has the lowest delivery ratio,885

which is much lower than other strategies. In terms of aver-886

age delay as shown in Fig. 7b, SMART costs as low as Epidemic887

algorithm delay, which is much lower than others. The de-888

lay for FBR is the highest, following PROPHET, BubbleRap and889

SimBet. The average costs of various algorithms are similar890

as shown in Fig. 7c. PROPHET is the highest among the eval-891

uated strategies. The rest of them perform similar in terms of892

average cost.893

Overall, the evaluation results indicate that encounter-894

based routing strategies (e.g., PROPHET) are less sensitive895

to the social characteristics in the network compared with896

other types of routing strategies. It has lower performance897

in the network where social characteristics are explicit (e.g.,898

MIT Reality). In contrast, it performs better than others in899

the bus (e.g., DieselNet) and vehicle networks (e.g., Cabspot-900

ting). Social property based routing strategies (e.g., SimBet)901

is highly associated with the social properties in the net-902

work. In networks with rich social properties (e.g., MIT Real-903

ity), social property based routing strategies have much bet-904

ter performance, whereas their performance is unconspicu-905

ous in the networks with less social properties (e.g., Cabspot-906

ting). Community based routing strategies usually combines907

social properties and community structure. It has even better908

performance than social property based routing strategies in909

networks with social properties. Although some community910

based strategies have humble performance in the vehicular911

networks, they are still competitive with others.912

8. Open issues913

Opportunistic MSN as a new kind of MSN, its research is914

still in an early stage. Many studies targeting on the routing915

of opportunistic MSNs have been summarized in the above916

sections. However, the study in this area still faces different917

types of challenges and open issues, which refers the charac-918

teristics of dynamics, delay and social aspects of opportunis-919

tic MSN. In this section, we try to point out these open issues920

and discussion them in detail.921

8.1. Limitation of routing metrics922

Different types of routing metrics are used for data for-923

warding in opportunistic MSNs. They have various limita-924

s925

r926

-927

928

s929

930

-931

o932

s933

s934

-935

-936

ture. It leaves a large space to investigate profound social 937

routing metrics. It faces two major challenges for deeper ex- 938

ploration of social features and properties in opportunistic 939

MSNs. First of all, the more sophisticated social properties 940

and structures such as clustering coefficient, triadic closure 941

[32], small world [89] may also be attempted for data routing 942

in MSNs. More importantly, due to different MSN scenarios, 943

it would be interesting to study the representative social fea- 944

tures and properties for different scenarios. For example, in a 945

university scenario, the community structure may be more 946

important than the scenarios of shop districts or subways. 947

Second, the deeper exploration of different social features 948

and properties relying the calculation of those features and 949

properties. As opportunistic MSNs are distributed and inter- 950

mittently connected, whereas majority of social features and 951

properties are computed centrally, thus how to calculate the 952

value of sophisticated social metrics in opportunistic MSN 953

becomes challenging. Although there are some distributed 954

algorithms are developed for the calculation of community 955

[44]. The development of new routing protocols is still lim- 956

ited by the calculation of social features and properties in 957

opportunistic MSNs are difficult to be measured. 958

8.2. Collection of social features and social properties 959

The social properties derived from geographical and en- 960

counter based graph have been well used for data routing in 961

MSNs. The performance of these routing schemes is similar 962

with the encounter-based routing schemes [98]. One ques- 963

tion is what the performance of routing if real social prop- Q3
964

erties are used for data dissemination. Besides, only limited 965

number of social features has been utilized for opportunistic 966

MSNs. One very important reason is because the collection 967

and updates of detailed social properties and social features 968

in opportunistic MSNs is challenging. Although there are data 969

traces with social information, such as Facebook dataset [90], 970

or Twitter dataset [50], and meanwhile DTN traces such as 971

Reality Mining [31], Infocom series [78], data traces com- 972

bining both social and mobile aspects are limited. Collec- 973

tion of such data traces needs both the encounter patterns of 974

nodes, and meanwhile the social information of them. Some 975

researches, such as SPRINT and ONSIDE, also try to exert real 976

social information for data routing. However, due to the lack 977

of data traces, they cannot conduct the experiments on the 978

real data traces. Thus it is hard to evaluate the effectiveness 979

of the proposed routing strategy. 980

8.3. Privacy issue of routing metrics 981

s 982

e 983

984

- 985

- 986

- 987

l 988

989

- 990

- 991

- 992

formation among friends. However, the privacy preserving 993
tions. For instance, the geographical based information ha

significant privacy issue and needs additional devices o

modules for data collection, while encounter based informa

tion normally needs much storage spaces and computation

resource. Although the social features and social propertie

derived from both geographical and encounter based graph

can be used to enhance the routing performance, the explo

ration of social features and properties are still limited. S

far, the social features used for data routing mainly focu

on the interest of users and their basic affiliated attribute

(e.g., age, affiliation, and etc.). Social properties are also lim

ited in similarity, centrality, social ties and community struc
Please cite this article as: K. Zhu et al., Data routing strategies in

challenges, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
Geographical, encounter information, and social feature

used for data routing in opportunistic MSN are all sensitiv

to users in the network. Exposing geographical information

(e.g., trajectory) among the network may bring personal se

curity concern. Meanwhile, different types of social informa

tion will also refer privacy issue. Malicious node in the net

work may apply the social information to conduct harmfu

behaviors to innocent node. The study of privacy concern in

social networks [6,55,75,76] has been prevailing recently. Be

sides, people with close friendship may have less privacy is

sue since people are willing to share part of his privacy in
opportunistic mobile social networks: Taxonomy and open
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c

ound between strangers is much higher. A person may not

are any personal information with a stranger. Therefore,

ne future focus is that how to preserve user privacy during

e routing process in opportunistic MSNs from social per-

ective.

.4. Routing security in MSNs

The security issue is another alternative concern for rout-

g in opportunistic MSNs. Most of studies consider nodes

the network are innocent, which are not harmful to oth-

rs. However, this is not true in the real scenarios. Therefore,

e secure communication between nodes and avoiding the

alicious nodes in the routing of opportunistic MSN are also

allenges. The most commonly used mechanisms for secure

mmunication is to encrypt data for dissemination. How-

ver, different from the centralized communication where

server can be setup to enable the secure key distribution

nd user authentication, in opportunistic MSN environment,

here the centralized communication is impossible, makes

e secure communication becomes an open issue. The mali-

ous behavior such as Denial of Service [95], and Sybil attack

4] and etc. in opportunistic MSNs needs more attention. Al-

ough some work has been initiated for the study of Sybil

ttack in opportunistic MSNs [22], more deeply investigation

re still desirable.

.5. Social-aware resource allocation

In an opportunistic MSN, with human involved, the

ortable mobile devices have limited energy, storage and

mputing capability and etc. All these resources may run

ut during the routing process. One question is how to al-

cate different resources to make the resource utilized effi-

ently. Social relationship in such case takes a very impor-

nt role. People may be willing to share more resource with

is friends, but unwilling to serve for strangers. For instance,

the battery of a node is running out, a node may first give up

e data delivery for those nodes that it is not familiar with.

he similar scenarios can also be found for storage, computa-

on and other resources. The other one is how to preserve the

source for the consideration of further usage of device and

nvironment concern. People with friendship may be coop-

rative for data storage and computation sharing. For exam-

le, a node with very limited storage may apply his friend’s

orage for those data not urgently used. Similar scenario can

lso be exploited for energy consumption and computing ca-

ability. Although this concern may be similar with the study

f social selfish routing [53], most of the work only considers

orage of mobile nodes as limitation. The more comprehen-

ve study is still needed, especially when considering the

arious types of resource allocation of mobile devices.

.6. Application to information-centric network

As the proliferation of content centric network in oppor-

nistic mobile social networks [49,66,81,86], data dissemi-

ation needs to adapt to such network structure. In content-

ntric mobile social networks, nodes do not need to care

here the date is stored. Data is cached on the path for data

ansmission. Therefore, the source-destination data routing
lease cite this article as: K. Zhu et al., Data routing strategies in o

hallenges, Computer Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.c
hemes cannot adapt to such kind of networks. The main

allenges of routing in content-centric opportunistic MSNs

ecome to address the following two questions: where is the

ata and how to cache data? Thus, the routing for content-

entric MSNs needs to be in end-to-data diagram. As the

pportunistic MSN is opportunistically connected, optimal

aching mechanism for content-centric MSNs also needs to

e carried out.

. Conclusion

We make a taxonomy of routing strategies in opportunis-

c mobile social networks according to social metrics in this

rvey. We discuss the architecture of opportunistic MSNs

nd study four types of social metrics, including geo-based

etrics, encounter-based metrics, social feature and social

roperties. Accordingly, the routing strategies are divided

to geo-based, encounter-based, social feature-based and

cial properties-based and we discuss each class of routing

hemes in social perspective. We also investigate the open

sues of the routing in opportunistic MSNs, including rout-

g metrics, collection of social features, privacy and security,

source allocation and future application of opportunistic

SN to information-centric network.
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